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Abstract

Automated identification provides an efficient way to 
categorize patient safety incidents. Previous studies have 
focused on identifying single incident types relating to a 
specific patient safety problem, e.g., clinical handover. In 
reality, there are multiple types of incidents reflecting the 
breadth of patient safety problems and a single report may
describe multiple problems, i.e., it can be assigned multiple
type labels. This study evaluated the abilty of multi-label 
classification methods to identify multiple incident types in 
single reports. Three multi-label methods were evaluated:
binary relevance, classifier chains and ensemble of classifier 
chains. We found that an ensemble of classifier chains was the 
most effective method using binary Support Vector Machines 
with radial basis function kernel and bag-of-words feature 
extraction, performing equally well on balanced and stratified 
datasets, (F-score: 73.7% vs. 74.7%). Classifiers were able to 
identify six common incident types: falls, medications, 
pressure injury, aggression, documentation problems and 
others.
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Introduction

Approximately 10% of admissions to acute-care hospitals are 
associated with unnecessary harm to patients [1, 2]. Events
that could have resulted, or did result in unnecessary harm are
called patient safety incidents [3]. The reporting and rapid 
analysis of patient safety incidents is important to prevent
similar events from occurring in the future [4]. However, the 
volume of incident reports has dramatically increased over the 
last 20 years with wide implementation of incident monitoring 
systems [5]. Retrospective review of these incident reports by
human experts is highly resource intensive and can no longer 
keep up with the growing volume of incidents being reported.
To facilitate timely analysis, many incident monitoring 
systems now ask reporters to assign incident types so that 
reports of a specific type can be easily grouped for detailed 
classification by experts. However, incidents are reported by 
many different groups of health professionals who generally
have limited expertise in classification [3, 6, 7].
One way of improving the efficiency of identifying incidents
of a specific type is to automatically classify reports using text 
classification techniques. We have previously shown the 
feasibility of using statistical text classification to identify 
reports about three types of incidents: patient identification 
[8], clinical handover [8] and health information technology 
[9] using binary classifiers based on Naïve Bayes, logistic

regression and Support Vector Machines (SVM). We have 
subsequently shown that extreme-risk events could be 
identified using a similar approach [10]. However, these 
studies have focused on distinguishing specific incident types
from all others, e.g., patient identification. In reality, there are 
multiple types of incidents reflecting the breadth of problems 
in patient safety. Moreover, a single report can describe
problems in more than one patient safety area, i.e., it can be 
assigned to multiple incident types [3, 11]. For example, 
"Episode label A for patient X was placed incorrectly onto the 
specimen that belongs to patient Y," describes an error in 
patient identification that also relates to documentation.

The use of automated methods to identify multiple incident 
types remains largely unexplored. Some studies have sought 
to apply topic modelling [12, 13]. However, the mapping
between topics and incident types is not straightforward. In 
this paper, we evaluated the feasibility of using multi-label 
classification to automate the identification of two labels or 
two incident types per report. Such multi-label problems are 
typically decomposed into one or more binary problems to 
simplify decision boundaries [14, 15]. In this study, classifiers 
were trained, validated and tested on balanced datasets. We 
then examined generalizability by applying the classifiers to
imbalanced, i.e., stratified datasets which represented the real-
world distribution of incidents.

Methods

Multi-label classification was decomposed into a number of 
binary classification problems, one for each label. We sought 
to evaluate the performance of three decomposition methods:
1. Binary Relevance (BR) is a widely used decomposition 
method which is theoretically simple and intuitive. For a given 
set of labels L, BR learns L binary classifiers (e.g., SVM).
Each classifier is trained independently for a specific label 
against the rest of labels (one-versus-rest scheme) [15].
However, it does not preserve dependencies between labels. |
2. Classifier Chains (CC) is another decomposition method 
which is based on the BR but considers dependencies between 
labels [16]. CC learns L binary classifiers like the BR method. 
However, these binary classifiers are linked in a chain through 
a feature space where additional features with binary values 
indicate which other labels are assigned to a report. Testing 
begins with the first classifier and processes to the Lth 
classifier by passing label information between classifiers 
through this feature space. Hence, the inter-label dependency 
is preserved. The performance of CC is very sensitive to the 
choice of label order in the chain, as the label dependency is 
demonstrated by label order in the feature space.
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3. Ensemble of Classifier Chains (ECC) were introduced to
reduce the influence of label order and improve classification
performance [16]. Multiple CCs can be trained using different 
random chain ordering (determined by the order of labels) on 
a random subset of data. The final decision is the average of 
the multi-label predictions of CC. In general, the performance 
of ECC tends to improve and converge by combining more 
CCs with diverse label structures. However with increasing 
ensemble sizes, ECC becomes uncessarily large, and imposes 
an extra computational cost. Although there are several 
variants of CC which consider complex structures for label 
dependence and use different random search methods [17], we 
took a more practical solution by using a subset of CCs in the 
ensemble, which also improved classification performance.

Database

We used 6,000 randomly selected reports from 137,522 
submitted to the Advanced Incident Management System 
(AIMS) across an Australian state between January and 
December 2011 [4]. Ethical approval was obtained from 
university committees as well as a committee governing the 
hospital and state datasets. Reports were de-identified and 
then labelled by three experts in the classification of patient 
safety incident reports. Experts provided a primary label and 
where applicable a secondary label was also given. These
labels were used as a “gold standard” for classifier training 
and testing. Only descriptive narratives in reports were 
retained for experiments including incident description, 
patient outcome, actions taken, prevention steps, investigation 
findings and results. All system-specific codes, punctuation 
and non-alphanumerical characters were removed and text 
was converted to lower case.

The distribution of incident types from AIMS is imbalanced
i.e. ''stratified", and their real-world ratio is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The composition of incident types in balanced and 
stratified datasets. N1 is the number of reports based on pri-
mary label. N2 is the number of reports by considering both 

labels. 

Training:
balanced datasets

Testing:
stratified datasets

Incident type N1 N2 N1 N2 %
Falls 260 261 90 91 20
Medications 260 304 68 74 15
Pressure injury 260 264 37 38 8
Aggression 260 271 49 57 11
Documentation 260 589 26 67 6
Blood product 260 273 5 6 1
Patient identification 260 337 7 8 2
Infection 260 274 6 6 1
Clinical handover 260 301 7 8 2
Deteriorating patient 260 264 1 2 <1
Others 260 689 148 173 33
Total 2860 3827 444 530

To build reliable classifiers which capture characteristics of 
rare incident types, for training we used balanced AIMS 
datasets where each of the 10 types were evenly distributed
(Table 1). Applicability to real-world conditions was then 
examined by testing on stratified data. The distribution of  
balanced and stratified datasets was based on primary labels.

Experimental workflow

Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach. Datasets were 
first decoded into 11 subsets according to one-vs-rest 
ensemble schemes [18, 25]. For the BR, 11 base classifiers 
were trained for each two-class subset involving feature 
extraction, classifier training and cross validation. A
threshold-based decision-making scheme was applied to 
identify testing reports by combining the predicted 
probabilities from all base classifiers. With CC, the feature 
space was extended to represent label connections using
binary values that indicated label co-occurrence [18, 19].  
With ECC, incident types were randomly reordered and 
several ensembles of CC were generated.  The hard decision 
for each report was made based on the probability values 
provided by all CCs. 
1. Feature extraction: To provide informative features for 
classification, removal of stop words and short words with 
fewer than two characters, stemming and lemmatization were 
applied to reports [18]. The bag-of-words model, commonly 
used in document classification, was adopted to extract 
features [19]. Irrespective of grammar, incident narratives 
were represented as an unordered collection of words and 
unique words were used as features. The bag of words was
then transformed into a numeric representation interpretable 
by classifiers. A binary count, transforming the bag of words 
representation into 1 or 0 corresponding to word occurrences, 
was used, as it was the most effective feature representation 
along with the SVM classifier in practice [9, 10].
2. Feature space extension for CC and ECC: The feature 
space of each link in the classifier chain was extended with the 
binary label associations of all links in the training procedure 
[16]. The order of the chain itself affects accuracy. 
3. Base binary classifier training and validation: For base 
classifiers, we chose discriminative classifier of SVM with 
radial-basis function kernel, as the SVM-based methods 
perform better for smaller datasets with a large feature space 
[20, 21]. Especially in text classification, documents are 
typically represented as a bag-of-words, where each feature 
captures crucial information but in a very sparse format [20].
Furthermore, in our previous incident classification work,
SVM outperformed other binary classifiers, such as a logistic 
regression model [21].
To train the base classifiers, a ten-fold repeated random sub-
sampling, cross-validation method was used to assign reports

Figure 1: Experimental workflow to train and evaluate methods of binary relevance (BR) and classifier chains (CC) to 
identify reports. Ensemble classifier chains (ECC) is a repetition of CC using randomly ordered labels.
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to training (80%), validation (10%) and testing (10%) sets. 
Given that, with random assignment, a testing report for one 
base binary classifier might be used in the training set of 
another base classifier. For example, a report about a fall 
incident which was used for training a base classifier (fall vs.
medications), may also be assigned to the test set of another 
base classifier (fall vs. blood product). To avoid potential 
overlaps between training and testing sets, we first randomly 
selected 10% of reports for each type and set them aside for 
testing. Then we created the folds using repeated random sub-
sampling for traning and validation sets. Classifiers which 
outperformed others by achieving higher classification 
accuracy were adopted for testing.
4. Probability threshold based decision-making scheme: For 
ECC, the hard decision was made by averaging multiple 
predictions from individual CC. Two labels were predicted if 
the averaged classfiication probabilites exceeded a predefined 
threshold. If the threshold is reached only for one label then 
the report was assigned to a single incident type.
5. Performance evaluation: Evaluation metrics for multi-label 
classification performance are inherently different from those 
used in multi-class or binary classification, due to the 
additional degrees of freedom that the multi-label setting 
introduces. Overall performance was examined using two 
types of evaluation measures, example-based and label-based 
measures [20]. Example-based measures are based on the 
average difference of the true and the predicted sets of labels 
over all testing reports. On the other hand, label-based 
measures evaluate classification performance separately for 
each incident type and then average the performance over all 
types. We used six example-based measures including [20]:
1. Hamming loss evaluates how many times an incident is 
misclassified, i.e. label not belonging to the report is predicted 
or a label belonging to the report is not predicated. This is a 
loss function, so the optimal value is zero:
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Where L is the total number of incident types and N is the 
number of testing reports. Xor means the symmetric difference 
between two sets. Ti,j denotes the set of true labels and Pi,j
denotes the set of predicted labels.
2. Accuracy is micro-averaged across all reports and is defined 
as the number of correct labels divided by the union of 
predicted and true labels. 
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Note that any predicted label matches the real labels, count 1; 
so the size of correct labels for a report could be 0, 1, and 2 if 
there are two real labels. However, the number of correct la-
bels in this way does not consider label orders. 
3. Exact match score (0/1 loss) is a very strict evaluation 
measure as it requires the predicted set of labels to be an exact 
match of the true set of labels. 
4. Precision is the correct labels divided by the number of 
number of predicted labels.
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5. Recall is defined as the correct labels divided by the number 
of number of true labels.
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6. F-score is the harmonic mean between precision and recall. 
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Where � enables the F-score to favor either precision or recall.  
Precision and recall are given equal weight by setting � to 1. 

We also used six label-based measures, which are defined 
below. Given two labels per report, the classification perfor-
mance of individual types was evaluated based on OR logic 
when matching the predicted and true set of labels per report.
1. Macro-precision is defined as precision averaged across all 
labels:
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Where @;?and A;? are the number of true positives and false 
positives for the label j considered as a binary class. 
2. Macro-recall is defined as recall averaged across all labels:
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Where A�? is the number of false negatives for the label j
which is considered as a binary class.
3. Macro-F-score is the harmonic mean between precision and 
recall where the average is calculated per label and then aver-
aged across all labels. 
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Micro-precision and micro-recall are defined as general defi-
nitions of precision and recall but the number of true positives, 
false positives and false negatives are averaged over all the 
labels, respectively. Micro-F-score is the harmonic mean of 
micro-precision and micro-recall, defined as below.
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Results

We examined the performance of three multi-label classifica-
tion methods on balanced and stratified datasets. Using the 
most effective classifiers, we then evaluated performance 
when identifying different incident types.

ECC performance with increasing ensemble sizes 

Using SVM RBF with binary count we examined the ECCs
using different ensemble sizes ranging from three to forty. We
found that six classifier chains obtained much smaller ensem-
bles while achieving better or at least comparable performance 
on balanced and stratified datasets (Table 2, columns 3-7).

Performance of BR, CC and ECC 

We compared BR, CC and ECC with six CCs (Table 2). Per-
formance improved from BR to CC to ECC with both bal-
anced and stratified datasets. Considering exact matching be-
tween the predicted and true sets of incident types, ECC (bal-
anced/stratified: 39.9%, 44.4%) outperformed BR (35.7%, 
39.0%) and CC (36.7%, 37.8%), indicating that better label 
dependency was maintained by ECC. Hamming loss value 
also showed that ECC was more efficient than BR. Example-
based F-scores and label-based Macro-F-scores and Micro-F-
scores increased slightly from BR to ECC with both testing 
datasets, for instance, F-scores of BR: 73.7%, CC: 74.2% and 
ECC: 74.7% on the stratified datasets. The most effective 
ECC performed equally well on both balanced and stratified 
datasets, considering example-based measures and Micro-F-
score, indicating that this approach is generalizable. However,
it obtained a relatively worse Macro-F-score of 59.2% on 
stratified datasets (balanced: 73.7%).
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Table 2: Classifier performance of BR, CC, and ECC with 
different ensemble sizes on balanced and stratified AIMS 

datasets, where hamming loss, accuracy, recall, precision, F-
score, extract match score, Macro/Micro-averaged measures
were considered. Base binary classifier was SVM RBF with 

binary count representation of bag-of-word features.

Measures (%)
BR CC ECC

3CC 6CC 11CC 20CC 40CC
Hamming Loss 8.4 8.3 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.9 7.7

8.0 8.2 7.6 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.5
Accuracy 62.6 63.5 64.4 64.4 65.1 64.2 65.3

65.4 65.6 67.1 68.0 66.8 66.7 66.6
Exact match 
score

35.7 36.7 39.9 39.9 40.6 40.2 40.6
39.0 37.8 43.0 44.4 44.4 43.5 43.5

Precision 67.7 68.4 70.3 70.6 71.3 70.5 71.9
68.9 69.3 71.1 72.9 71.7 71.6 71.6

Recall 80.1 80.4 77.1 77.1 77.8 76.7 77.8
79.1 80.0 76.6 76.6 75.5 75.9 75.6

F-score 73.3 73.9 73.5 73.7 74.4 73.5 74.7
73.6 74.2 73.7 74.7 73.6 73.7 74.4

Macro-precision 67.2 66.2 69.0 69.7 69.9 70.0 70.0
50.0 49.0 51.0 52.4 52.3 52.2 51.9

Macro-recall 80.7 80.0 78.9 79.0 79.6 79.2 79.5
80.4 79.7 77.5 77.4 77.6 77.4 77.3

Macro-F-score 72.9 72.2 73.2 73.7 74.0 73.9 74.0
57.6 56.7 57.9 59.2 59.0 58.9 58.6

Micro-precision 63.3 63.3 66.1 67.1 67.1 67.3 67.4
62.8 62.3 66.0 67.1 67.0 66.9 66.6

Micro-recall 73.4 73.4 71.9 71.9 72.6 71.9 72.3
71.5 72.2 71.2 70.6 70.7 70.5 70.4

Micro-F-score 68.0 68.0 68.9 69.4 69.7 69.5 69.7
66.9 66.9 68.5 68.8 68.8 68.7 68.4 

* measures from stratified datasets are shaded. 

Performance on identifying individual incident types

The most effective ECC based on six CCs achieved high F-
scores above 81% on balanced datasets when identifying falls, 
pressure injury, infection and deteriorating patients (Table 3). 
This ECC trained on balanced datasets was very robust in
identifying six types of incidents (falls, medication, pressure 
injury, aggression, documents and others), achieving similar 
F-scores on stratified datasets. For blood products, patient
identification, infection, clinical handover and deteriorating
patients, recall was similar on both balanced and stratified 
datasets, but precision was lower on stratified datasets.

Table 3: Individual incident type classification performance 
(recall, precision and F-score) on balanced (B) and stratified
(S) datasets using 6 CC of binary SVM RBF with binary count

Incident type
Recall (%) Precision (%) F-score (%)

B S B S B S

Falls 96.3 96.8 81.3 83.5 88.1 89.7

Medication 73.8 77.9 62.0 74.7 67.4 76.3

Pressure injury 90.0 90.5 93.1 80.9 91.5 85.4

Aggression 87.1 80.3 64.3 60.6 74.0 69.1

Documentation 62.2 62.6 62.2 59.8 62.2 61.2

Blood products 81.8 85.7 62.8 30.0 71.1 44.4

Patient identification 73.9 72.7 59.6 22.2 66.0 34.0

Infection 83.3 85.7 78.9 31.6 81.1 46.2

Clinical handover 76.9 72.7 52.6 20.5 62.5 32.0

Deteriorating patient 96.3 66.7 83.9 33.3 89.7 44.4

Others 53.9 59.6 67.6 78.9 60.0 67.9

Discussion

We evaluated three multi-label text classification methods 
using binary classifier ensemble on both balanced and 
stratified datasets from a state-wide incident reporting system.
The most effective classifiers performed equally well in
identifying reports from six common types including falls, 
pressure injury, aggression, documents and others. These 
types made up 93% of all reports (Table 1). Even so, it should 
be emphasized that automated identification of incident 
reports is not intended as a replacement for expert review but  
as a first step in grouping incidents and identifying clusters 
when human resources are lacking [22].

Comparison between BR, CC and ECC

Although the ECC achieved the best performance, the
performance difference between BR, CC and ECC was 
relatively small (Table 2). Compared to CC and ECC, BR is 
more computationally efficient as it requires less 
dimensionalities of features and no classifier chain for
training. However the BR completely ignores the possible 
correlations among labels, so the binary classifiers make 
decisions  independently  from  each other. On the other hand, 
it makes BR very flexible in practice, e.g., evolving more 
incident types, because it can add labels without affecting the 
rest of classifiers. Thus, BR is more suitable for problems with 
only a small number of labels associating with each other.
The CC method can be seen as a direct extension of the BR, 
capable of exploiting label dependencies. Similar to BR, CC 
involves training a group of L binary classifiers. Nevertheless, 
instead of being kept isolated from each other, these L
classifiers are linked in a chain structure, which allows each 
one to pass their predictions to the other binary classifiers 
connected in the chain.  Compared to BR, CC did not improve 
much of classification performance in this study. BR was even 
slightly better than CC according to hamming loss and exact 
matching score on the stratified datasets. This might be due to 
the original text feature space being huge and the label 
relationship in such a sparse space not being captured well by 
classifiers with limited training datasets.
ECC keeps relationship of patient safety types in reports by 
building multiple CCs using random label orders. Obviously,
the larger ensemble size leads to higher computational cost. 
We tried to reduce the ensemble size whilst keeping or 
improving the performance. In training, we built several ECCs
with ensemble sizes ranging from three to forty. We found 
that the classification performance became stable when the 
size of CC was greater than six (Table 2). Thus the most 
effective ECC used six CCs was used for testing.
Identification of common and rare incident types
An important finding of this study is that the most effective 
ECC trained on balanced datasets appears generalizable to 
unseen datasets. The ECC achieved similar F-scores on 
stratified datasets in identifying the common incident types 
including falls, medication, pressure injury, aggression, 
documentation and others (4-33% Table 1, 93% of reported 
incidents in total). Especially for falls and pressure injury, the
ECC achievied high F-scores (above 85.4%). However the 
ECC tended to be weaker when identifying rare types in 
stratified datasets such as patient identification, infection, 
clinical handover and deteriorating patient (<2% Table 1, 7%
of all reported incidents). This explains why similar example-
based measures were achieved on balanced and stratified 
datasets because the common types dominate the performance 
measures. On the other hand, the label-based measures 
showed relatively worse performance on stratified datasets, as 
the averaged measures were based on individual performance 
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of each type. Given the imbalanced nature of incident 
distribution, automated identification can reduce the effort 
spent in identifying common types and provide small volumes 
of like incident reports for further investigation by experts.

Limitations and future work

There are several limitations. First, we used datasets from one 
Australian state. Our classifiers may not be generalizable to 
other regions with different linguistic styles and terminology. 
Secondly, we use the balanced dataset for classifier training 
because a limited number of incidents had been reported over 
a 12-month period. Given the imbalanced nature of multiple 
incident types, a stratified training set may work better in real-
world conditions. To improve the identification of rare classes, 
one solution might be to review rare classes flagged by 
classifiers, which is practical because overall volumes in real-
world datasets will be low. Another possible way is to use 
rule-based methods that involve expert knowledge and 
incorporate specific criteria for identifying incidents. 

Conclusions

The use of text-based ECC is a feasible approach for 
automatically identifying multiple incident types. Evaluation 
of BR, CC, and ECC using binary classifiers of SVM RBF
with binary count feature extraction, showed that the most 
effective combination was the six ECC of binary SVMs.
Despite the limitations listed above, automated identification 
can provide a more efficient way to categorize the common 
incident reports, so that human resources can be redirected to 
detailed classification, allowing remedial actions to be 
triggered more quickly to respond to emerging safety issues.
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